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In recent years, with the growing demand for coal and the distance of transport 
line, coupled with the integration of coal resources, coal transportation network 
become more and more complicated. So, analysis anti-risk capability and summarizes 
evaluation system on coal enterprise logistics transportation network , it’s very 
important for the establishment of a complete coal enterprise logistics transportation 
network system. 
The current no matter for foreign and domestic coal logistics research is a
beginning, especially domestic the study of this subject is relatively less,  coal 
logistics operation system is not established in our country.With the integration
 of resources, coal logistics transportation network are becoming increasingly  
complicated, the risk of coal logistics transportation and the lack of transport  
capacity is highlighted in the modern coal logistics transportation.  So, through
 to the coal logistics transport network anti-risk ability analysis and evaluation  
research, based on gray comprehensive evaluation method of the coal logistics 
transport network anti-risk cability evaluation index system, and put forward th
e transportation network risk control strategy, to reduce the risk of coal logistic
transportation system, provide the scientific basis for the safe operation of the 
coal logistics transportation network security policy, it has great significance to 
improve economic benefits,market competitiveness and sustainable development 
of the coal logistics transportation industry. 
According to the problem of coal logistics transportation network anti-risk 
capability evaluation, the paper established the index system and model of assessment 
of coal logistics transportation network system based on the analysis of coal logistics 
transportation network system.The main contents of this paper:First, the paper has 
carried on system analysis on coal logistics transportation network, and carried on the 
detailed analysis from the complexity characteristics of coal logistics transportation 
network. It laid the foundation for anti-risk capability evaluation research on coal 














logistics transport network anti-risk ability in detail , including internal factors and 
external factors. On the basis of established can reflect the level of coal logistics 
transport network anti-risk ability evaluation index system, including network 
anti-destroying ability, the network layer, service level, operation layer, and 
profitability, financial layer the three layers of assessment system.Third, systematic 
study of anti-risk capability evaluation on coal logistics transport network has been 
carried on, first to determine the index weight coefficient by AHP, and finally through 
the fuzzy evaluation method for the comprehensive evaluation indicators.The case of 
H Mining Group coal logistics transportation network verified the feasibility and 
validity of the anti-risk ability evaluation model. 
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